We study supergeometric structures underlying frame-like Lagrangians. We show that for the theory in n spacetime dimensions both the frame-like Lagrangian and its gauge symmetries are encoded in the target supermanifold equipped with the odd vector field, the closed 2-form of ghost degree n − 1, and the scalar potential of ghost degree n. These structures satisfy a set of compatibility conditions ensuring the gauge invariance of the theory. The Lagrangian and the gauge symmetries have the same structures as those of AKSZ sigma model so that frame-like formulation can be seen as its presymplectic generalization. In contrast to the conventional AKSZ model the generalization allows to describe systems with local degrees of freedom in terms of finite-dimensional target space. We argue that the proposed framelike approach is directly related de Donder-Weyl polymomentum Hamiltonian formalism. Along with the standard field-theoretical examples like EinsteinYang-Mills theory we consider free higher spin fields, multi-frame gravity, and parameterized systems. In particular, we propose the frame-like action for free totally symmetric massless fields that involves all higher spin connections on an equal footing.
Introduction
Manifestly diffeomorphism-invariant formulations in terms of p-forms are extremely useful in the context of supergravity [1, 2] and higher spin gauge theories [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] (for a review see [11] ). One can usually assume the Lagrangian to be first order and to involve only the wedge product and de Rham differential. The structure of the respective action is remarkably similar to the standard extended Hamiltonian action while its gauge symmetries can be expressed through an associated BRSTtype differential.
In this work we study the supergeometric structures underlying first order framelike Lagrangians and propose a set of compatibility conditions for them which ensure the gauge invariance. More precisely, the basic object is the graded supermanifold, the target space M, where the p-form fields take values so that the degree of a coordinate is a form degree of the respective field. The target space comes equipped with a presymplectic potential 1-form χ, an odd vector field Q of degree one, and a function H M which is an analog of the usual Hamiltonian. This data is enough to formulate a first order Lagrangian which is by construction invariant under the diffeomorphisms and the extra gauge transformations generated by the odd vector field provided some natural compatibility conditions are satisfied.
In the special case where the presymplectic form is invertible the equations of motion take the form of a free differential algebra and the compatibility conditions require the odd vector field to be nilpotent. In this case the action can be reformulated as the so-called AKSZ sigma model [12] (for further developments and applications see, e.g., [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] ) whose characteristic feature is that its Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) structure is manifest already at the level of the classical action.
Although it is well-known that if the number of fields is finite and n > 1 the AKSZ sigma model is necessarily topological, the first order frame-like Lagrangians studied in this paper are deeply related to AKSZ sigma models and the BatalinVilkovisky approach. Namely, at the level of equations of motion any gauge theory can be represented as an AKSZ sigma model with infinite number of fields (the socalled parent formulation) by adding generalized auxiliary fields and (if necessary) parametrization [20] .
The Lagrangian counterpart of the parent formulation is also known [21] . In this case however the interpretation of the resulting theory is more subtle. One either needs to truncate the resulting formulation or to carefully define the space of allowed field configurations [22] . It was shown that various frame-like actions can be systematically obtained by equivalent reduction of the parent formulation [21, 22] . Moreover, from this perspective all the structures of the reduced theory originate from the BV structure of the parent formulation. In particular, the canonical BV odd symplectic potential gives rise to the presymplectic form χ, while the BRST differential determines the Q odd vector field upon reduction.
First order frame-like action can be considered as a multidimensional generalization of the conventional extended Hamiltonian action. Moreover, in many cases the above supermanifold, presymplectic potential and the generalized Hamiltonian directly give rise to the polymomentum phase space, the canonical n-form, and the Hamiltonian of the de Donder-Weyl polymomentum formulation of the theory (see, e.g., [23, 24, 25] ). Although straightforward for theories without gauge-invariance or relatively simple models like Yang-Mills theory the identification is not so natural as far as genuine diffeomorphism invariance like that of Einstein gravity or ChernSimons model comes into the game. In this case it seems that the target space supermanifold itself plays a more fundamental role and is to be interpreted as a proper version of the polymomentum phase space.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss general properties of frame-like Lagrangians, starting form the usual AKSZ construction in Section 2.1. In particular, we introduce basic structures of the AKSZ sigma model and discuss gauge symmetries of its Lagrangian. In Section 2.2 we consider possible generalizations of AKSZ sigma models. To this end, we introduce basic geometric structures on the target manifold and propose a set of their compatibility conditions that allow one to build a gauge invariant frame-like Lagrangian. In Section 3 the approach is illustrated by a number of field-theoretical examples. In particular, in Sections from 3.1 to 3.6 we reformulate various gravity models, including their multi-frame generalizations and higher spin frame-like Lagrangians. In Section 4 we extend our discussion to generic one-dimensional constrained Hamiltonian systems, and the so-called parameterized systems. A relation of the presymplectic AKSZ-type formulation to the de Donder-Weyl polymomentum formulation is established in Section 4.3. Our notation and conventions, along with some basic facts in supergeometry are collected in Appendix A.
2 First order frame-like Lagrangians
AKSZ sigma models
The AKSZ sigma model is defined in terms of two supermanifolds: the target space M and the source X. Target M is equipped with odd nilpotent vector field Q and the ghost degree gh(·) such that gh(Q) 
Note that in the expressions of Q A (Ψ) fields Ψ A (x, θ) associated with negative ghost degree coordinates should be put to zero. To avoid confusions one would better use different conventions for fields and target coordinates. However, in what follows we almost always assume that negative degree coordinates are absent. In this case, the second equation in (2.1) is missing and the equations of motion take the form of free differential algebra [26, 2, 1] , also known as the unfolded formulation [27, 28] .
The nontrivial property of AKSZ model is that its BV-BRST description is encoded in the same geometric structures. Fields of nonzero ghost degree can be introduced by simply taking a generic map from X to M. In terms of components,
so that at l = gh(Ψ A ) one finds ghost degree zero fields interpreted as fields of the original AKSZ model. Furthermore, the BRST differential on the BRST extended space of fields is determined in terms of d and Q. Leaving aside technical details the BRST differential is determined by s
In particular, the equations of motion (2.1) are just s Ψ A (x, θ) = 0, where all fields of nonzero degree are put to zero.
In the same way the gauge symmetries are encoded in s through δΨ A = s Ψ A , where in the RHS one puts to zero all the components in nonzero degree except for degree one fields which are to be replaced by gauge parameters so that
where λ A is a gauge parameter associated to Ψ A . More precisely, if gh(Ψ A ) = p then λ A is a (p − 1)-form. Note that coordinates with gh(Ψ A ) 0 do not give rise to gauge parameters.
To describe Lagrangian systems one assumes that M is graded symplectic. More precisely, M is additionally equipped with a nondegenerate 2-form σ AB of ghost degree n − 1 invariant with respect to odd vector field Q, i.e., L Q σ = 0. Suppose now that χ A is a symplectic potential and L is a Hamiltonian of Q, so that σ = dχ and dL = i Q σ, where d denotes the de Rham differential on M (see Appendix A). Then, one can define the action as
As before, replacing ghost degree zero fields Ψ A (x, θ) with the complete multiplet Ψ A (x, θ) in the expression for S[Ψ] results in the Batalin-Vilkovisky master action S[ Ψ], while the symplectic structure gives rise to the antibracket on the space of all component fields entering Ψ
A (x, θ).
It is instructive to check gauge invariance of the above action. To begin with we can assume that σ AB is constant by virtue of the Darboux theorem. In this case, the invariance of action (2.3) under (2.2) is straightforward. To perform this check in generic coordinates we recall the following simple observation: suppose that under the transformation δ λ the action transforms as
IJ are some functions of fields and gauge parameters (here, for simplicity, we use condensed notation). In other words, the action is invariant modulo terms of order 2 in the equations of motion. Taking M IJ (graded) antisymmetric results in the socalled trivial gauge transformations which automatically preserve the action (see, e.g., [29] ).
Although the transformation is not a symmetry of the action, it coincides with the symmetry transformation modulo terms vanishing on-shell. Indeed, adjusting the transformation as δ
one finds a genuine symmetry. This simple observation is useful in the sequel as it simplifies the description of gauge symmetries. It allows to only check the invariance modulo terms of second order in equations.
In general coordinates, the variation of action S[Ψ] under (2.2) is given by
where
In the case of AKSZ model K = 0 and T A = 0 so that the first two terms vanish identically, while the last term is precisely quadratic in the equations of motion E A = 0 (2.1). One concludes that modulo on-shell vanishing terms transformation (2.2) is a gauge symmetry of action S[Ψ]. Let us note that in AKSZ setting it is not difficult to find an explicit expression for genuine gauge symmetries. However, in the generalization we consider next the above indirect approach turns out to be useful. Note also that by construction AKSZ model is diffeomorphism invariant. Moreover, the diffeomorphisms seen as gauge transformations are just particular combinations of gauge symmetries (2.2).
Relaxing AKSZ conditions
Now we relax basic axioms of the AKSZ model discussed above. We restrict ourselves to finite-dimensional M and try to find a generalization suitable for describing theories with local degrees of freedom. Recall that AKSZ with finite-dimensional M is necessarily topological in spacetime dimension n > 1. 1 In deriving the expression for variation the following formula is useful
The main condition we give up here is the invertibility of the 2-form σ. Furthermore, we do not immediately assume that combinations K and T A from (2.7) are vanishing. In addition, we admit that not all coordinates Ψ A with gh(Ψ A ) > 0 give rise to nontrivial gauge parameters.
The equations of motion following from (2.3) are given by
In the AKSZ case, these are equivalent to E A = 0 that can be easily seen by introducing inverse matrix (σ −1 ) AB .
The condition that transformations (2.2) preserve action (2.3) modulo terms quadratic in the equations of motion takes the form
where R AB C are some local functions of fields. Using (2.6) and (2.9) along with the identity E A σ AB = E B − T B , and requiring the coefficients at 0th, 1st, and 2nd orders in E A to vanish one finds
Obviously, the above expressions are not covariant under general coordinate transformations on M unless 2-form σ nondegenerate. Note that even in this case a quantity R AB C is not a tensor but rather a connection. For the system to have a clear geometrical interpretation one therefore should assume that M is to be equipped with additional structures and work in the special coordinate systems only. Leaving the study of associated geometry and most general axioms for future work we now formulate some minimal (perhaps too restrictive) set of axioms that guarantee that the gauge theory under consideration is consistent. We shall see that even this partial setting is sufficient for a variety of meaningful examples, see Section 3.
Basic structures and compatibility conditions
Without trying to be exhaustive we now assume M to have a structure of a trivial vector bundle M = M 0 × M 1 and refer to M 0 and M 1 as horizontal and vertical submanifolds, respectively. By analogy with the AKSZ case, let M be equipped with the following structures.
• Ghost degree gh(). For simplicity we assume that gh(Ψ A ) 0. However, in general it can be useful to allow for negative degrees as in AKSZ or BV setting.
, where n is the positive integer.
• Odd vector field Q = Q A (Ψ)
∂ ∂Ψ A such that gh(Q) = 1 (note that Q is not necessarily nilpotent).
• Function L (potential or generalized Hamiltonian), gh(L) = n.
In addition, we introduce the differential subalgebra I in the algebra of differential forms on M determined by the decomposition M 0 × M 1 . Let φ α , v i be adapted coordinates on M, i.e., φ α are coordinates on M 0 and v i are coordinates on the fibres M 1 . Then, subalgebra I is generated by φ α , dφ α and dv i .
Note that just like in the AKSZ setting the structures defined on M depend on the positive integer n to be identified with the space-time dimension. This is in contrast to the formulation at the level of equations of motion where the target space structures are not aware of which space-time manifold is involved.
The compatibility conditions read as
12)
. These are precisely the conditions (2.10) with R AB C put to zero. Note that 1-form χ enters the above expressions only through 2-form σ = dχ, while the second condition implies L Q σ ∈ I, where L Q denotes Lie derivative along Q. Indeed, acting by d on both sides of (2.12) one obtains di Q σ ∈ I, and then uses formula (A.9). The second condition generalizes that of Q being a Hamiltonian vector field with the Hamiltonian L. The third condition is much less trivial and is a generalization of the master equation for L or the nilpotency condition for Q.
Provided that Ψ
A are the adapted coordinates φ α , v i on M, the component versions of (2.11) -(2.13) read as
Gauge symmetries
By construction, action (2.3) is invariant under diffeomorphisms. In addition, consider the following transformations
where λ A is a gauge parameter associated to the field Ψ A as described below
In terms of coordinates φ α , v i transformations (2.15) take the form along with a certain covariant differential on M. These interesting and important issues will be considered elsewhere.
The stronger compatibility conditions
The compatibility conditions (2.11) -(2.13) are invariant under L → L + h with h ∈ I such that Qh ∈ I. It could be convenient to decompose L as L 0 − H M where the "minimal" L 0 satisfies (2.12), while H M is a generic ghost degree n element from I satisfying QH M ∈ I.
In particular, suppose one can choose χ such that σ = dχ satisfies (2.11) and
In this case using
The remaining freedom in L is then described by the potential H M , so that a general L satisfying (2.12) can be represented as
Let us consider now condition (2.13). It is enough to check the condition for L = L 0 . Condition (2.13) can be then written as
(2.20)
It follows that for nilpotent Q condition (2.13) is identically satisfied.
To summarize: if one starts with nilpotent Q and χ, H M such that L Q χ ∈ I, H M ∈ I, QH M ∈ I then all the compatibility conditions are fulfilled. In all the examples we consider below the basic objects satisfy this more restrictive conditions. Quite often condition (2.18) takes a strong form L Q χ = 0 so that dL = i Q σ. Then, condition (2.12) amounts to QL = 0 and σ(Q, Q) = 0.
Examples

The Einstein gravity
Let us consider the frame formulation of ordinary gravity. To apply the general construction developed in Section 2 one takes M = Πg with Poincaré algebra g =
where η ab is a flat canonical Minkowski metric, and indices run a, b, ... = 0, . . . , n−1.
Coordinates on M are Grassmann odd e a and ω ab = −ω ba so that an arbitrary element in M is parameterized as Ψ = e a P a + 
so that Q is the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential for the Poincaré algebra, Q 2 = 0.
As a presymplectic potential χ we take
It is Q-invariant thanks to o(n − 1, 1)-invariance of the Levi-Civita tensor ǫ a 1 ... an in n dimensions.
The associated presymplectic 2-form σ computed according to (A.5) reads as
Here and in what follows we use the following notation for the generalized volume forms
that satisfy the identity
where all indices a i are antisymmetrized with a unit weight.
Choosing potential L as
the corresponding action functional (2.3) takes the familiar form
Here and in what follows the integral is taken over space-time manifold X unless otherwise specified. This is precisely the standard frame-like action of the Einstein gravity with zero cosmological constant. The expression in parenthesis is identified with the 2-form Lorentz curvature R ab = dω ab +ω a c ω cb . Here, the ghost number zero component fields e a = e a µ dx µ , ω ab = ω ab µ dx µ enter e a (x, θ) and ω ab (x, θ) as follows
One can explicitly check that all the compatibility conditions (2.14) are fulfilled. Using (3.7) one shows that L Q χ = 0 because the Levi-Civita tensor is Lorentz invariant, while both e a and dω ab are transformed by Q as a vector and bivector, respectively. Following the discussion of Section 2.2.3 one then easily proves the compatibility conditions in the form (2.11) -(2.13).
where H M is a new function such that H M ∈ I, QH M ∈ I and gh(H M ) = n. Taking into account the ghost degree and the compatibility conditions the only nontrivial choice is to take H M proportional to the volume n-from
. . e cn ≡ ΛV, where we generally trade prefactor Λ for the cosmological constant. The action with added term (3.10) is still invariant under local Lorentz symmetry transformations and therefore vertical and horizontal fields as well as vector field Q remain unchanged. Another way to obtain the action with (3.10) is to consider o(d − 1, 2)-covariant formalism for (anti-)de Sitter gravity, see Section 3.5.
Gauge symmetries.
Gauge transformations (2.17) with parameter λ ab (x) are just conventional local Lorentz gauge transformations 
The remaining gauge symmetries of the action (3.8) are precisely diffeomorphisms
The point is that in contrast to Lorentz transformations frame-like gravity action (3.8) is not invariant with respect to transformations originating in translation subalgebra of the Poincaré algebra. The respective variation is proportional to
, where λ a is a gauge parameter associated with translations, i.e., with the frame field e a , while R ab and R a are Lorentz curvature and the torsion. Obviously, in the linearized gravity the symmetry is restored.
At the nonlinear level one can still relate Poincaré translations to diffeomorphisms through δ
where diffeomorphism ξ µ and frame ζ a vector parameters are related as ξ µ = e a µ ζ a , and λ ab = ω ab ν ξ ν . Moreover, on the stationary surface diffeomorphisms can be expressed just in terms of translations and Lorentz rotations. Indeed, the equation of motion δS GR /δω ab µ = 0 implies that the torsion vanishes, R a µν = 0 so that onshell one can identify Poincaré translations with diffeomorphisms. Furthermore, the vanishing torsion constraint expresses Lorentz connections via derivatives of the frame fields. It turns out that for the gravity the vertical and horizontal fields are respectively auxiliary and dynamical ones.
One concludes that the splitting between horizontal and vertical coordinates in the target space M naturally fits the gauge structure of the Poincaré gauge gravity. Vertical gauge transformations along with diffeomorphisms produce translational symmetry not seen within the geometrical setting of the theory.
Gravity + scalar field
To describe scalar field coupled to gravity we extend the superspace M of Section 3.1 by the horizontal coordinates φ, gh(φ) = 0 and π a , gh(π a ) = 0. Additional components of the presymplectic potential (3.3) and odd vector field (3.2) are
and
Note that Q 2 = 0. By analogy with the pure gravity, condition L Q χ = 0 immediately follows from the invariance of the Levi-Civita tensor.
As H M we take scalar field covariant Hamiltonian (in the sense of de Donder-Weyl formalism) multiplied by the volume form, i.e., 16) which is Q-invariant and depends on horizontal coordinates only. Coupling m 2 is the mass of a scalar. The entire action is familiar and reads as 17) where the gravity action S GR [e, ω] is given by (3.8) . Using the identity (3.6) and eliminating π a one obtains
It is also instructive to write action (3.17) over the Minkowski background described by connections ω ab = 0 and e a = dx a . Then, action (3.17) takes the standard form 19) which is the well-known 1st order massive scalar field action. In parallel, in the flat case the scalar field contribution to the presymplectic 1-form χ becomes
It is a version of the canonical n-form of the covariant Hamiltonian formulation for the scalar field, see, e.g., [23] .
Einstein-Yang-Mills theory
Consider Yang-Mills theory with the gauge algebra g, which is given by basis ele- One can identify Q as a Lie algebra cohomology differential for a direct sum of the Poincaré and the YM gauge algebra represented on F ab I . That L Q χ = 0 can be checked as follows. The YM contribution to χ can be written as 
As H M we again take the de Donder-Weyl generalized Hamiltonian of the YM field multiplied by the volume form
which again depends on horizontal coordinates only and satisfies QH M = 0.
The action takes the familiar form
where the gravity action S GR [e, ω] is given by (3.8) . Using the identity (3.6) and eliminating F ab I one obtains 27) where
As before, in the flat background action (3.26) reduces to the well-known 1st order Yang-Mills action (actions of this type were originally proposed in [30] )
Multi-frame theory
One can extend a target M of Poincaré gravity by adding N copies of Πg with g Poincaré algebra (3.1) so that M = Π(g ⊕ g ⊕ ...g). Grassmann odd variables ω ab (i) and e a (i) where i = 1, ..., N , are vertical and horizontal, respectively. Odd vector field generalizes (3.2) as
The presymplectic forms on M are then sums of those on Πg, cf. (3.3), (3.4),
As L we chose a direct generalization of that in the case of gravity:
where Λ(i) are the cosmological constants associated to each gravity sector.
To introduce multi-graviton interactions one mixes frames from different sectors adding terms like ǫ a 1 ...an e a 1 (i 1 ) · · · e an (i n ) [31] . However, such terms break N local Lorentz symmetry groups (3.29) down to the diagonal subgroup. To restore N − 1 Lorentz symmetries one introduce N − 1 compensating fields.
To this end one further extends M N to include new Grassmann odd coordinates K a b (j), j = 2, ..., N satisfying the matrix constraint K T ηK = η, so that the presymplectic 1-from (3.30) is unchanged, while odd vector field (3.29) acquires new components
Fields K a b are horizontal. These are introduced in such a way that Q acts on frames
so thatē a can be used to build interaction cross-term supporting an overall local Lorentz invariance.
Leaving intact the presymplectic forms on M one modifies function L as follows
where β i 1 ...in are totally symmetric coupling constants, while
Then, the multi-frame action takes the form
By construction, the above action is invariant with respect to local Lorentz symmetry transformations read off from (3.29) and (3.32), 
can be identified with the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential of o(n − 1, 2) algebra with coefficients in representation on vector V and tensor F . Odd vector field Q is tangent to M (i.e., constraints (3.38) are invariant on the constraint surface).
Specializing to n = 4 we take a presymplectic potential χ in the form χ(
One can show that all the compatibility conditions (2.11)-(2.13) are satisfied due to Q 2 = 0 and the invariance of the o(n − 1, 2) Levi-Civita tensor.
According to (2.3) we build the following action
The above action can be shown to be dynamically equivalent to the standard MacDowell-Mansouri-Stelle-West (MMSW) action [33, 34] , see formula (3.44) below. To this end, let us consider the Euler-Lagrange equation for F AB given by
Since this equation is algebraic with respect to F AB , it is enough to solve it at a given point. By using the first equation in (3.38) one takes field V A in the form
, and finds that F ab = −(dω + ωω) ab where a, b = 1, . . . , n − 1. Other components of F vanish by virtue of the second condition in (3.38), and, moreover, they do not contribute to either of the terms in the action. One then concludes that F AB are auxiliary fields, and their elimination gives the MMSW gravity action
In addition to the variables introduced in the case n = 4, let us also introduce extra horizontal variables E A , gh(E A ) = 1 and π A , gh(π A ) = n − 1 subjected to constraints
The nonvanishing components of presymplectic potential χ are χ(
(3.46) The odd vector field Q determined by 47) is identified with the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential of o(n − 1, 2) algebra with coefficients in representation on vectors V , E, π, and tensor F . One can check that the constraints (3.45) are Q-invariant while L Q χ ∈ I. More precisely,
Note that in contrast to all the previous examples 49) so that the action takes the following form
Fields E A and π A are clearly auxiliary. As before, the same is also true for F AB . Eliminating the auxiliary fields by their own equations of motion one finally gets the standard action [35] 
where E A := (dV + ωV ) A and R AB := (dω + ωω) AB .
Linearized frame-like actions
It is instructive to examine the perturbation theory for action (2. 
The above action is again of the form (2.3). Adding total derivatives all the dependence on χ A can be expressed in terms of σ AB . More precisely, adding
to (3.52) gives
The presymplectic 2-formσ AB = σ AB (Ψ 0 ) entering the expression for the linearized action does not depend on field variables. It may imply an extension of the compatibility conditions (2.14) in such a way that the quadratic approximation has more vertical fields than the original theory. Also, in deriving the quadratic action we do not assume the original action invariant under gauge symmetry transformations (2.15) or (2.17).
Linearized gravity
Let us consider the gravity action (3.8) linearized around Minkowski spacetime R n−1,1 given by ω ab 0 = 0 and e a 0 = dx a . Let e a and ω ab again denote dynamical fields. The linearized presymplectic 2-form is given bȳ
where the basis formsV =V(e 0 ) (3.5) are built of the background frame field e a 0 , while the linearized Poincaré algebra differential is determined bȳ Adding a total derivative and using (3.54) along with de 0 = 0 satisfied by background it can be equivalently represented as
which is manifestly invariant with respect to the gauge symmetry transformations δ λ e a = dλ a and δ λ ω ab = 0, originating from local translations. One concludes that all fields can be treated now as vertical ones. Indeed, the extended compatibility conditions (2.14) are valid in this case because components of the presymplectic 2-form are field-independent Action (3.59) is directly generalized to higher spin fields which we consider next.
Frame-like action for spin-s massless fields
Consider a target superspace M with odd coordinates where just like in the case of spin-2 field e 0 is an extra odd variable of ghost degree 1 interpreted as a target space parameter giving rise to background frame field. It is nilpotent, Q 2 = 0, and can be seen as a generalization of the linearized spin-2 differential (3.56).
In terms of field variables odd vector field Q induces the following gauge transformations The presymplectic 2-form depends on the background frame field only that conforms with the compatibility condition (2.11).
The above prerequisites are used to build an action functional according to (2.3) as follows
which is the frame-like action of massless spin-s fields on Minkowski spacetime [3] . This is a generalization of spin-2 case (3.59).
It is important to note that (3.65) does not depend on fields ω a 1 ...a s−1 , b 1 ...bt with t 2 (called extra fields). This is a new feature not present in other examples: the system contains fields that do not enter the action and hence should not be considered dynamical. We do not discuss here how this subtlety can be naturally handled in the formalism. 3 In the next section we propose an alternative formulation where all the fields are at the equal footing. Furthermore, in Section 4.1 we describe generic mechanical systems from the frame-like perspective that naturally leads to the notion of extra fields as fields not entering a Lagrangian of a system but producing (a part of) its gauge symmetry invariance, see our comments below formula (4.9).
It is claimed that the above action is the most general one containing only dimensionless coefficients. Generally, one may consider an action functional (2.3) on M (3.60) where all fields contribute and not only the two lowest rank ones identified with the generalized frame and Lorentz connections. However, using the dimensional analysis one finds out that other possible terms with extra fields in the searchedfor action necessarily contain dimensionful coefficients. The extra field terms can either be set to zero directly (i.e., the corresponding coefficients), or be combined into total derivatives. Whence, the only scale invariant combination is given by (3.65). The analogous reasoning applies in the case of AdS background, where the higher spin action of the type (2.3) may have terms involving extra fields with overall dimensional coefficients proportional to inverse powers of the cosmological constant. One may require all such terms to combine into total derivatives giving the AdS higher spin action of the form (3.65) with function L shifted as in (3.10) . This is in fact the extra field decoupling condition of Lopatin and Vasiliev [5] . 4 The above consideration of free higher-spin Lagrangians visualized as the presymplectic AKSZ-type models has many features in common with the search for Lagrangians within the unfolded formulation [28, 10] . In particular, it can be extended to other higher-spin systems like [8, 39, 40, 41] as well as to lower-spin supersymmetric models given within the unfolded formulation [42] . Also, it would be interesting to reconsider from this perspective the gauge symmetry structure of the frame-like Lagrangians for AdS mixed-symmetry massless fields proposed in [7, 43, 44] .
Extended frame-like action for spin-s massless fields
The extra fields (i.e., ω a 1 ...a s−1 , b 1 ...bt with t 2) do not enter the action (3.65). However, the gauge parameter λ a 1 ...a s−1 , b 1 b 2 associated to ω a 1 ...a s−1 , b 1 b 2 is still needed to describe gauge invariance of the action. More precisely, the gauge transformations of ω with t = 1 involves a gauge parameter λ with t = 2 associated to the extra field ω with t = 2, cf. (3.62) . We now propose the extended action functional that contains fields associated to all coordinates of the target superspace M (3.60) on equal footing.
It is convenient to represent elements of M (3.60) as polynomials ω(y, p) in auxiliary variables y a and p a . The irreducibility conditions imposed on expansion coefficients of ω(y, p) are encoded by
Expanding ω into homogeneous in y components one finds precisely s coordinates ω 0 . . . , ω s−1 identified with higher spin connections (3.60 ).
In what follows we denote by , the natural inner product on the space of polynomials in y, p, i.e. one determined by y a , y b = η ab and p a , p b = η ab . To describe the flat background one also introduces extra coordinates (they are external parameters from the point of view of M) encoded in e 0 = e a p a and ω 0 = ω a 0 b y b p a . For simplicity put ω 0 = 0 but the nontrivial ω 0 can always be reinstated.
The space M can be extended by extra coordinate R ab (y, p) of ghost degree 0 and homogeneity s − 1 in the auxiliary variables such that it is a rank 2s Lorentz tensor with the symmetry of o(d − 1, 1) rectangular two-row Young diagram. In addition, it is required to be traceless in the sector of y, p variables. The conditions can be summarized as
where we only list the minimal set from which the remaining ones follow as consistency conditions. Note that for s > 2 it follows that coefficients of R ab (y, p) are totally traceless in 2s indices while their tensor structure is precisely that of the spin s Weyl tensor. In the case of s = 2 the second condition in (3.67) is satisfied trivially so that the respective tensor has properties of the Riemann curvature.
The resulting supermanifold is equipped with the following odd nilpotent vector field Q determined by We go further from M to M which is a cotangent bundle T * [n − 1]M extended by R ab . The coordinates on the fibres carry degree n − 2 and are denoted by Λ. It is convenient to encode the fiber coordinates into Λ(y, p) satisfying (3.66).
Let M be equipped with the following 1-form and the potential (the potential is taken from [22] 
where ω 1a is defined through ω 1 (y, p) = y a ω 1a (p), and the potential
The odd vector field Q is extended to Λ-variables as follows
where P denotes the projector to the subspace (3.66) and q is uniquely determined by
All the variables save for Λ s−1 and R ab are vertical and hence have their associated gauge parameters. The introduced Q, χ, L satisfy the compatibility conditions (2.11) -(2.13). To see this let us restrict to s > 2 first (the spin 2 case is treated explicitly below). In the first step we set H M = 0 and find that the compatibility conditions are fulfilled provided the extra coordinate R ab (y, p) satisfies (3.67).
Turning on a non-vanishing H M (e 0 , ω 1 ) the extra contributions in the first compatibility condition is
which is a definition of q (3.73). And
again thanks to the definition of q. In the last equality we used the Q-invariance property of H M (3.71).
It follows that the frame-like action (2.3) determined by Q, χ, L is consistent. It is given explicitly by
Combinations of terms dω i − e a 0 ∂ ∂y a ω i+1 ≡ R i are in fact linearized curvatures associated to fields ω i . Note that for i = s − 1 curvature R i enters action (3.76) together with the extra coordinate R ab . For i = s−1 one also represents R i as R i = (d+Q)ω i so that the first terms in (3.76) can be written as (d + Q)ω i , Λ i . At the same time, the potential term H M depends on fields ω 1 only.
Before showing that the above action indeed describes spin-s massless field let us discuss the interpretation of the various structures it involves. First of all, the odd vector field Q considered on M with coordinates ω i is directly related to the linear operator σ − = e a 0 ∂ ∂ya defined on the space of polynomials in auxiliary variables y, p, e 0 seen as differential forms with values in (3.66). The operator σ − and its cohomology are well-known within the unfolded description of higher spin fields [5, 11] . In the present consideration we prefer to work with Q rather than σ − because it is naturally defined on generic function(als) of fields. In particular, potential H M is naturally a Q-cocycle in the sense that it is Q-closed (3.71) and adding a Q-exact term leads to an equivalent action. Finally, the operator P(e a y a ) entering (3.72) is conjugated to σ − and is also known in the unfolded approach as σ + .
The extended frame-like action (3.76) is equivalent to the conventional framelike action (3.65). To show this one observes that Λ s−1 and R ab are auxiliary fields that can be expressed in terms of other fields using their own equations of motion. Indeed, using the gauge symmetry for Λ s−1 one can eliminate all the components of the image of P(e a y a ), while the remaining components are precisely one to one with the components of R ab . The same applies to those components of ω i , i = 2, . . . , s − 1 and Λ i , i = 1, . . . , s − 2 that cannot be eliminated using the gauge transformations for these fields. In particular, varying the Lagrange multipliers Λ i , i = 1, . . . , s − 2 one arrives at the zero-curvature constraints R i = 0, i = 1, . . . , s−2.
5 . Finally, upon elimination one ends up with the reduced action depending on ω 0 , ω 1 and Λ 0 and given by the (3.76) where all the other fields are put to zero. But this is precisely the action which was shown in [22] to produce frame-like action (3.65).
A crucial point in the above argument is that all the components of R ab , ω i , i = 2, . . . , s−1 and Λ i , i = 1, . . . , s−1 can be eliminated using the gauge symmetries and the equations of motion. This fact can be traced to the properties of the cohomology of σ − = e a ∂ ∂y a entering the first term in (3.76). More precisely, 1-forms ω can be identified with the linear in e a 0 elements of polynomials in e a 0 , p a , y a satisfying (3.66) and similarly for fields Λ i . One can actually show that all the components of ω i except σ − cohomology and all the components of Λ i except (σ − ) † = σ + -cohomology are generalized auxiliary (see, e.g., [22] for further details on generalized auxiliary fields) if one disregards H M and R ab . Restricting to i > 1 the only relevant σ − cohomology class is the Weyl tensor in degree 2 and homogeneity s − 1 in y along with its conjugate σ + class in degree n − 2. Because ω i are of degree 1 all ω i with i > 1 are not in the cohomology and can be eliminated. In contrast, the component of Λ s−1 corresponding to σ + cohomology can not because Λ is of degree n − 2. However, in the expression for the action this component enters multiplied by R ab (y, p) so that both the component and R ab are auxiliary fields. In other words from this perspective R ab plays a role of Lagrange multiplier needed to put to zero the unwanted component of Λ s−1 . Alternatively, R ab can be seen as an element eliminating (gluing) Q-cohomology in the space of linear in ω i functions on M. These arguments can be seen as Lagrangian counterpart of the σ − -cohomology method [11] at the level of equations of motion.
Furthermore, one can generally allow new R ab -type fields to enter the terms proportional to Λ i with i < s − 1. A particularly interesting option is to introduce F ab (y, p) in the term with Λ 1 (for consistency, one also needs to introduce its descendants in the terms proportional to Λ i with i > 1). This is the well-known trick to relax the Fronsdal equations because such F ab precisely corresponds to Fronsdal tensor. In its turn F ab is again related to σ − cohomology class known in the unfolded approach as "Einstein" cohomology.
Let us finally mention that the action (3.76) can be generalized to describe spin-s massless fields on the (A)dS background. In this case one needs to allow nonvanishing background ω 0 and add Λσ + = ΛP(e a 0 y a ) contribution to the first term, where Λ is the cosmological constant. The odd vector field Q acting on M will be augmented by Λσ + and Λσ − for coordinates ω(y, p) and Λ(y, p), respectively.
The spin s = 2 case. Let us explicitly list all the structures in the case of spin 2. The coordinates on M are introduced according to
Components of the odd vector field Q are given by
All the variables are vertical except for λ ab and R. In particular, there are gauge parameters ξ a , ξ ab , ǫ a associated to respectively e a , ω ab , λ a . One can explicitly check that the compatibility conditions (2.11)-(2.13) are fulfilled. Namely,
In checking these relations we made use of the following consequences of Young symmetries of R The linearized gravitational action takes the form
The theory (3.83) can be made non-linear just by replacing the background fields e 0 and ω 0 = 0 with dynamical fields e and ω. Note that one also needs to reinstate the familiar ω a c ω cb term in the expression for the curvatures in the second term. The resulting action will describe the standard Einstein gravitation theory action equivalent to (3.8).
(Polymomentum) Hamiltonian description
One-dimensional constrained Hamiltonian systems
It is well-known that equations of motion of generic one-dimensional Lagrangian system can be rewritten in a presymplectic Hamiltonian form, e.g. through hamiltonization. Moreover, the extended Hamiltonian action of a constrained system can be represented in the AKSZ form where the extended phase space of BFV-BRST formulation plays the role of the target space [14] . Whence, the system is frame-like one. The presymplectic representation of the Euler-Lagrange equations can be seen even without resorting to constrained Hamiltonian formalism. The easiest way to observe this for the Lagrangian L(q,q) is to introduce auxiliary fields v i =q i and
so that the system is equivalently represented as [46] S
Indeed, eliminating variables p and v by their own equations of motion gives back the starting point Lagrangian. At the same time, the equations of motion determined by S have the presymplectic Hamiltonian forṁ
) and σ := dp i ∧ dq i . Using the system as a starting point of the presymplectic version [47, 48] of the Dirac-Bergmann algorithm one ends up with the reduced presymplectic system. This can equivalently be obtained using conventional Dirac-Bergmann approach: the reduced presymplectic system is just the constrained surface equipped with the pullbacks of the phase space symplectic form and the Hamiltonian.
We now take a different route and analyze what do general axioms of Section 2.2 tell us in the one-dimensional case. It turns out that constrained systems appear from a purely supergeometrical perspective without introducing the full-scale BFV-BRST formulation. Restricting to systems in n = 1 dimension we take M to be a presymplectic manifold with bosonic coordinates ψ i and fermionic C A of ghost degree 0 and 1 respectively. We assume ghost variables C A split into vertical c α and horizontal c a while φ i are also assumed horizontal. Taking into account the ghost degree, χ has the form χ = dψ i χ i (ψ). Similarly, Q of degree 1 reads as
a }. For simplicity we assume R i α to be of maximal rank and Q nilpotent. In particular,
. The compatibility conditions (2.11)-(2.13) say
A frame-like action determined by this data reads as
where c α , c a are now 1-forms and are to be identified with Lagrange multipliers. The gauge transformations take the form:
It is clear from the structure of the action and the gauge transformations that we are dealing with a generalization of a constrained Hamiltonian system where T α and T a play the role analogous to the first and the second class constraints, respectively.
Under suitable regularity assumptions one can solve equations of motion T a = 0 so that M is replaced with the submanifold M ′ ⊂ M singled out by T a = 0 and c a = 0 and we take ψ µ to be the independent coordinates on M ′ . More precisely, taking T a as a part of the coordinate system on M one finds that T a and c a give rise to auxiliary fields. Their elimination results in the following action
The subtlety is that Q is in general not tangent to M ′ (this happens if Qc a and QT a do not vanish when T a = C b = 0) so that its gauge symmetry can not be easily represented in terms of Q. Assuming for simplicity Q and L are such that Q is tangent to M ′ the expression for the gauge transformations take the usual form
This system is nearly a usual first-class constrained Hamiltonian system. The only difference is that σ is not necessarily invertible. If one assumes σ µν invertible one finds
Poisson bracket determined by σ on the space of ψ µ -variables so that indeed we are dealing with the conventional first-class constraint system. If one stays in the symplectic framework an extra equivalent reduction is also possible. Namely, under the suitable regularity assumptions one can take T α as a part of the coordinate system. Just like in the previous step variables c α and T α are auxiliary and can be eliminated. The action of the reduced system takes the form (here ψ m are coordinates on M ′′ singled out by T α = 0)
while its gauge symmetries are determined by Q restricted to the surface
It is important to note that in contrast to the previous reductions this one, strictly speaking, takes us outside the class of systems described in Section 2.2. Indeed, although the 1-form field (Lagrange multiplier) associated to coordinate c α has been eliminated using equations of motion the gauge invariance with parameter λ α is still present. This is exactly the same situation as we met in the case of the frame-like Lagrangians for HS fields considered in Section 3.6.2: there are ghost coordinates on M that possess associated gauge parameters but do not possess associated fields (or, equivalently, the respective fields do not enter a given framelike Lagrangian).
The following remarks are in order:
-the system has a vanishing Hamiltonian. To include the Hamiltonian one needs to treat one of the ghosts c α (say, c 0 ) as a horizontal variable and the respective field as a background einbein field. A different way to introduce a genuine Hamiltonian is to reinterpret the system as a parameterized Hamiltonian system (for more details see the discussion in Section 4.2).
-The example is restricted to the case of irreducible systems. To describe reducible ones one allows for ghost variables of degree 2 (and higher) and lets Q to encode reducibility relations.
-We have concentrated on geometry and gauge symmetries and have not discussed the dynamical implications (see, e.g., [49, 50] and references therein) of degenerate symplectic structures.
Parameterized systems
By construction frame-like Lagrangians describe diffeomorphism-invariant systems. In the above examples the non-diffeomorphism invariant theories are described by coupling them to the vacuum gravitational field. There is a different approach to describing such theories based on parametrization. It is well known ( see e.g. [51, 52, 53] ) that any theory can be made parametrization invariant by introducing extra fields and extra gauge transformations. More precisely, if L[φ, ∂ a φ] is a Lagrangian of a system with fields φ i let us consider a new system with fields φ i , z a depending on generic space time coordinates x µ . The parameterized action is given by
It is invariant under the following gauge transformation:
where λ a are components of a vector field parameterizing infinitesimal diffeomorphisms.
It turns out that parameterized systems can naturally be written in the framelike form. Let us begin with the scalar field example. In addition to coordinates φ, π a introduced in Section 3.2 we need the following coordinates on M: z a , e a , p a , ̺ a whose degrees are respectively 0, 1, n − 1, n − 2. The differential Q is given by
The 1-form χ is given by
Note that the last term coincides with the respective contribution in the 1-form of the scalar in a gravity background. Taking H M as in Section 3.2 results in the following action
Let us explicitly spell out its gauge symmetries (we only present nonvanishing transformations)
where ξ a is the 0-form parameter associated with vertical coordinate e a while ǫ a is the n − 2-form parameter associated to vertical coordinate p a . Taking into account the equations of motion following from the above action (we only spell out those in the sector of z, e, p, ̺ -variables) 17) it is clear that variables z a , ̺ a are Stüeckelberg while e a , p a are auxiliary so that all of them do not bring in new degrees of freedom. Indeed, these gauge symmetries are enough to put e.g. z a = x a and ̺ a = 0. The equations of motion then say e a = dz a = dx a and fix p a in terms of the remaining variables. Upon gauge fixation and elimination of auxiliary fields the action becomes just (3.19) .
Let us stress the difference between the above parameterized formulation and the scalar field action in the flat gravity background described by e a 0 , ω ab 0 . In the gravity case fields e 0 , ω 0 are to be treated as background fields. In contrast, in the above parameterized system all the fields enter the Lagrangian at the equal footing. These are equations of motion and gauge symmetries which make the additional fields non-dynamical.
More generally, if one is given with the frame-like action involving flat gravity background described by e a 0 , ω ab 0 one can systematically rewrite it in the parameterized form. Indeed, suppose that the frame-like description is provided by the action of the form
where e 0 and ω 0 is the flat gravity background such that de 0 +ω 0 e = 0, dω 0 +ω 0 ω 0 = 0 and gauge symmetries are determined by Q 0 . Introducing variables z, e, p, ̺ in exactly the same way as in the scalar field example one takes 19) where in χ 0 in the RHS one puts ω 0 to zero and replaces e 0 with e. Taking Q as in (4.12) in the sector of new variables and unchanged in the original sector one ends up with the parameterized description:
In this Lagrangian all fields can be treated as non-background. Of course in the gauge z a = x a it is equivalent to the starting point system.
The following toy example illustrates that the above parametrization procedure reduces to the usual parameterized Hamiltonian description in the case of a Hamiltonian system. To see this let us take as M a phase space of a Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian H(ψ) and symplectic potential χ = dψ a χ a (ψ) and extend it by odd degree 1 coordinate e (einbein) so that the Hamiltonian action is dψ a χ a −eH. Following the above procedure and introducing variables z, p, ̺ the parameterized action reads as
(note that the term de̺ is missing as gh(̺) = −1 so that there are no dynamical fields associated to ρ) which is a standard Hamiltonian action of a usual parameterized Hamiltonian system (see, e.g., [29] ).
It is instructive to write down an analog of (4.9) in this case. The constrained surface is parameterized by ψ a , t := z and the pullback of the 1-form is dψ a χ a + H(ψ)dt so that the reduced action takes the well-known invariant form
where Φ * denotes the pullback induced by the map ψ a (τ ), t(τ ) from a time line to the constrained surface with coordinates ψ a , t.
To complete the description of parameterized system let us mention that the structure of the Lagrangian and gauge transformations in the sector of z, e, p, ̺ variables explicitly coincides with that of the parent Lagrangians from [21, 22] . This is not a coincidence as frame-like formulation of a given (say in the metriclike formalism) system can be systematically derived from the parent formulation. Mention also that the above parameterized description does not contain ω ab µ field. In fact this only applies to the minimal version. If for instance the starting point system is Lorentz invariant (this is of course always true if the system originates from that on a flat gravity background) one can systematically gauge this symmetry which results in ω ab µ field present in the formulation. Analogous extension was discussed in the context of parent formulation in [22, 54] 
Relation to the polymomentum phase space
Given a frame-like system with the target supermanifold M equipped with Q, χ, L and the ghost degree let M P be the space of independent variables x µ and dependent ones Ψ A µ 1 ...µp A (x). Since the formulation under consideration is the first-order, M P can be visualized as the multidimensional analog of the phase space. Moreover, as we are going to see M P can be merely identified with the polymomentum phase space of the de Donder-Weyl formalism. More precisely, we now show how the basic structures of the polymomentum approach arise from the frame-like formalism developed above. A systematic exposition of the polymomentum approach can be found in, e.g., [23, 25] .
Space M is equipped with 1-form χ of ghost degree gh(χ) = n − 1. This form gives rise to an n-form on the phase space M P . Indeed, substituting Ψ A in the expression for χ with Ψ A µ 1 ...µp A dx µ 1 . . . dx µp A one arrives at n-form χ P defined on M P . This form can be identified with a version of the canonical n-form of the polymomentum approach, see, e.g., [23, 25] .
n-form χ P is in turn related to the canonical 1-form of the usual Hamiltonian formulation. Indeed, explicitly separating the space-time into the space Σ with coordinates x i , i = 1, . . . , n − 1 and time x 0 and integrating χ P over the space-like (n − 1)-dimensional hypersurface Σ determined by x 0 = const gives the following canonical 1-form ∂x i is the spatial part of the de Rham differential. As an illustration let us consider the scalar field and the Yang-Mills theory examples. For simplicity we take Minkowski spacetime as the background described in Cartesian coordinates x a by e a = dx a and ω ab = 0.
In the case of the scalar field theory the respective component of the n-form χ P is given by χ P = π a V a . Integrating over space Σ gives the usual canonical 1-form Σ π 0 δφ, and, as expected, π 0 is the usual momenta.
In the case of the Yang-Mills theory one obtains χ P = F ab , dA a V b . This can be identified with that of the canonical n-form of the covariant Hamiltonian formalism (see, e.g., [23] ). After integrating over space Σ one arrives at Σ F a0 , δA a , so that again, as expected, F i0 with i = 1, ..., n − 1 is the usual canonical momenta conjugated to the spatial components A i of the Yang-Mills field.
It follows from the above considerations that the structure of the polymomentum phase space as well as the usual phase space is completely determined by that of the supermanifold M. This suggests that M is more fundamental object that can be used as a substitute of the polymomentum phase space. Note that from this perspective frame-like actions considered in this work are multidimensional generalizations of the extended Hamiltonian actions for constrained systems in 1d.
Since we deal with a gauge theory the definition of the field space or phase space is ambiguous. More precisely, one can always add extra fields along with extra terms in the Lagrangian or the extra gauge transformations so that these extra variables do not bring in new degrees of freedom. Such variables are known as auxiliary and/or Stüekelberg fields. In particular, according to Section 4.2 one can always consider a parameterized version of the theory, where the spacetime coordinates are part of the target space M (as it is usually the case for the standard [23, 25] polymomentum description of theories not coupled to gravity). 
A Notation and conventions
(A.10)
For instance, for 1-forms one gets
